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Why Fabs Worry About Tool Parts
How a single O ring can a�ect yield, and what to do about it.

Achieving high yields with acceptable costs is becoming much more di�cult as chipmakers migrate

to next-generation 3D NAND and �nFET devices—but not just because of rising complexity or

lithography issues.

To fabricate an advanced logic chip, for example, a wafer moves from one piece of equipment to

another in what amounts to 1,000 process steps or more in a fab. Any glitch with the equipment or a

process step can cause defects, thereby impacting yield. The culprit may be a malfunction in

seemingly insigni�cant parts or sub-systems in the equipment itself.

Simply put, defects introduced by process-critical components in fab equipment can impact wafer

yields, according to members from SEMI’s (https://semiengineering.com/kc/entity.php?eid=22821)

Semiconductor Components, Instruments, and Subsystems (SCIS) Special Interest Group

(http://www.semi.org/en/semiconductor-components-instruments-and-subsystems-scis-0), an

organization that represents suppliers of components and sub-systems. The issues have been

known for some time, but they are expected to become more problematic as chipmakers move to

10nm/7nm and beyond, according to SCIS. The group’s members include GlobalFoundries, IM Flash,

Intel, Micron, TI and Samsung as well as major fab tool and component suppliers.

The components and sub-systems in fab equipment are taken for granted, but they play a critical

role in the semiconductor supply chain. For example, the more sophisticated fab tools incorporate

more than 50,000 parts from dozens of suppliers. Chambers, pumps, RF generators, seals and

valves are among the key components in a tool.
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Generally, the components are robust and don’t cause problems, but at times they can contribute to

issues in the fab. For instance, based on real events from chipmakers, here’s just a small sample of

what can go wrong in the fab:

• The wrong O-rings were installed in a portion of the sub-fab, which could cause contamination

in the �ow. An O-ring is a part that serves as a seal in a system. 

• A pressure regulator malfunctions in the ultra-pure water system, causing contamination in the

process. 

• A liner material breach occurs in a bulk chemical distribution system, causing corrosion in the

unit.

“Sub-components have a major impact in facility systems, which in turn a�ects fab equipment

performance,” said Norm Armour, managing director of worldwide facilities and corporate EHS at

Micron Technology. “Our sub-component and material suppliers are doing a good job keeping up

with our roadmap. But once in a while, there is a hiccup. The hiccup is what can upset the whole

ecosystem.”

For that reason, the industry’s supply chain is undergoing some changes. Not long ago, equipment

vendors mainly speci�ed the tool component from suppliers. Now, in addition to tool makers,

chipmakers also are involved, and they are collaborating with component vendors in an e�ort to

prevent a potential problem from occurring in the fab.

“The moral of the story here is that you have to spec not only your fab tool components, but also

your sub-components,” Armour said at a recent event at Semicon West. “We have been collaborating

on the tool side for 40 years. Why not do that with the sub-component manufacturers as well?”

Collaboration is only part of the solution, however. At advanced nodes, the industry wants to

perform more rigorous tests on tool components, but they also need to �nd a better way in terms of

how defects are measured on these parts. The problem is that measurement standards are either

inadequate or non-existent. For example, there are few, if any, standard specs in the IC industry for

O-ring seals, which were originally developed for steam engines in the 1800s.

Seeking to address these issues, SEMI’s SCIS Special Interest Group is establishing new standards

and methods for measuring defects introduced by components. In addition, there are other

solutions to solve the problem, such as advanced metrology, wafer monitoring and simulation

techniques.

Fab challenges 

Today’s fabs have a number of moving pieces. According to UC Berkeley

(https://semiengineering.com/kc/entity.php?eid=22165), a theoretical fab with 50,000 wafer starts

per month requires the following equipment:

https://semiengineering.com/kc/entity.php?eid=22165


• 50 scanners/steppers plus wafer tracks; 

• 10 high-current and 8 medium-current ion implanters; 

• 40 etch machines, and 

• 30 CVD (https://semiengineering.com/kc/knowledge_center.php?kcid=281) tools.

(https://semiengineering.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Fig1fabequip.jpg) 

Fig. 1: Inside a fab. Source: GlobalFoundries

In addition, 300mm fabs are also automated plants that make use of an assortment of automated

material handling systems and wafer transport mechanisms.

(https://semiengineering.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/�g2fabequip.jpg) 

Fig. 2: Uni�ed fab transport system. Source: Daifuku
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In the fab, the tools must process smaller and more exact features. And at each node, the defects

are becoming smaller and harder to �nd, thereby requiring new and advanced metrology

(https://semiengineering.com/kc/knowledge_center.php?kcid=252) techniques. “We are shrinking

the area of a circuit by 50% every generation,” said David Fried, chief technology o�cer at Coventor

(https://semiengineering.com/kc/entity.php?eid=22210). “You are going to have 30 di�erent

metrology techniques in the fab.”

At times, though, the fab �ow encounters a problem. Defects can crop up in any part of the process.

Then, a tool can run into a problem in the fab, which could mean any number of issues.

Generally, a fab tool incorporates various sensors

(https://semiengineering.com/kc/knowledge_center.php?kcid=187). The sensors monitor several

functions in the tool, such as the gas �ow, temperature, pressure and RF power. “Every tool has

hundreds, if not thousands, of sensors,” Fried said. “Each has an acceptable range. If a tool sensor

detects a fault, it usually (triggers an) alarm and takes itself o� the automatic dispatch system so

that no more lots of wafers will be sent to the tool for processing.”

Other issues can also crop up. “After most process steps, measurements or metrology operations

are performed to measure the success of the process,” he said. “If those measurements are out of

spec, the lot is held for further evaluation. But this can lead to the preceding process tool being

taken down for maintenance or further testing.”

Still, the goal is to keep the fab up and running without a stoppage. “There is never a step in the

process where wafers must go through one tool,” he said. “In any fab, there are many of the same

tools to permit high-volume manufacturing to �ow through the factory, even with ‘tool-downs.’”

Regardless, fab tools require maintenance. Every tool has a preventive maintenance plan where the

system is taken o�ine for cleaning and upgrades. So the fab keeps spare parts on hand.

“Some fabs do their own maintenance, which are groups often called ‘Equipment Engineering,’” he

said. “Many fabs buy their tools with ‘vendor maintenance contracts,’ which means if the tool goes

down for unexpected reasons, the vendor is required to come to service it. These are stressful times

for both parties.”

Indeed, if a tool has an issue, it’s sometimes an arduous task to troubleshoot and �x the problem. It

can be a time-consuming and costly process as well.

For example, a component could not only malfunction in a tool, but it could cause a possible

process-induced defect. The number of components varies from tool to tool, but the more

sophisticated systems have a staggering number of parts. Consider Zeiss’ AIMS line of photomask

(https://semiengineering.com/kc/knowledge_center.php?kcid=265) inspection tools for extreme

ultraviolet (EUV (https://semiengineering.com/kc/technology.php?tid=31045)) lithography
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applications. The system consists of 4,500 sub-systems and 64,000 individual parts from 134

di�erent suppliers, according to data from Intel (https://semiengineering.com/kc/entity.php?

eid=22846). The AIMS tool is one of the more advanced systems in the market, but it exempli�es the

complexity of today’s tools.

Hypothetically, if the AIMS tool has an issue in the �eld, there might be a problem with one or more

parts in the system. Finding them is a di�cult task. “If we are chasing a defect on the tool, we are

looking for a needle in a haystack,” said Ya-hong Neirynck, a technology enabling specialist at Intel.

Potential issues with the components give chipmakers just one more thing to worry about in an

already complicated supply chain and process �ow in the fab. “You have more numbers of variables

that can impact your wafer,” said Pawitter Mangat, director of global incoming quality at

GlobalFoundries (https://semiengineering.com/kc/entity.php?eid=22819). “Tracking those variations,

tracking those components and (tracking the) traceability of processes all lead into those variables.

We cannot a�ord to have parts that don’t sustain the performance. Think about this in terms of the

cost and the quali�cations we have to go through every time an O-ring is changed and the

validation.”

And as chipmakers move to 10nm/7nm and beyond, there is no margin for error in the fab. “The

variations have to be controlled,” Mangat said. “The message is that some of these variations that we

see from processes over time are no longer going to be the norm for advanced nodes, which require

a lot more rigorous controls, spec limits and operations.”

There is hope, however. On the components/sub-systems front, Mangat listed several solutions for

the industry:

• More collaboration in the supply chain. 

• Bolster the quality programs for component suppliers. 

• Develop baseline metrics and defect testing standards for components. 

• Devise ways to trace the problem.

Boosting collaboration 

The process starts when a tool maker develops a new system. From there, an equipment maker

procures components for the system. 

Over the years, tool makers have developed a list of preferred component suppliers who they know

and trust. They also know which suppliers to avoid.

Even chipmakers keep tabs on suppliers. “We follow a very stringent internal SOP to ensure that our

parts and sub-systems meet quality standards,” according to o�cials from UMC. “The measures

include inspection for safety, hardware performance and ensuring that the delivered output is in
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line with the required speci�cations. Keeping an independent quali�cation process within UMC

enables us to set our own rigorous quality benchmarks as well as control the parameters and

conditions involved in qualifying incoming tools or materials.”

Obviously, vendors must do their homework. They must understand the characteristics of a given

component so they can anticipate a potential problem before it occurs in the fab.

“It varies depending on the supplier,” said Kirk Hasserjian, vice president of service product

development at Applied Global Services for Applied Materials

(https://semiengineering.com/kc/entity.php?eid=22817). “Some of these technologies are very

sensitive to certain types of defects. Others technologies are much less sensitive. CMOS image

sensors are a classic example. They are extremely sensitive to metal containments and trace

metals.”

In addition, tool makers must continue to re-emphasize the need for quality among their suppliers,

and for good reason. “The technology changes,” said Aki Sekiguchi, vice president and general

manager of the Advanced Semiconductor Technology Division at TEL

(https://semiengineering.com/kc/entity.php?eid=22940). “What is okay for 10nm may not be good

for 7nm, 5nm and so forth. In general, as the technology gets tighter and tighter, the specs are

tighter.”

There are some limitations, however. It makes sense to implement more rigorous controls and

testing for the critical components. It’s impossible to implement the same controls for every part

because it’s too expensive.

Yet every part must meet spec. So tool vendors and their component suppliers must strike a balance

between how much a part is tested versus cost. “There is an associated cost,” Sekiguchi said. “If you

really take control over every single component, the economic format breaks down.”

Component suppliers attempt to provide the best solutions, but in general they are unaware of the

exact conditions or recipes that their products are subjected to during the actual process.

Sometimes chipmakers and tool vendors don’t want to reveal their key intellectual property to

suppliers.

One of the drawbacks of the traditional way of doing business is that the part may fail and the

supplier has no idea, or only a vague inkling, why it didn’t meet spec. The obvious solution is

collaboration. For this, the various parties must get more involved in the product development

process.

The challenge is when the parties need to share IP. Sharing IP on basic parts is simple. But

companies are much more cautious about revealing IP on the more critical components, such as

process chambers.
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To solve these issues, the industry must �nd a happy medium. “There has to be a balance,”

Sekiguchi said. “You have to strike a balance between the amount of information that you share and

the kinds of information you share.”

The components require more rigorous characterization and testing as chipmakers migrate to more

advanced nodes. But how that gets accomplished isn’t clear.

“To date, there is no industry alignment on how defects are measured on various components and

sub-components and on how these results are reported,” said Paul Trio, senior manager of strategic

initiatives at SEMI.

Take an O-ring for example. An O-ring is a small item that �ts between two or more parts, which

forms a seal at the interface. Each fab tool has several di�erent seal types, including those for the

lids, ports and windows. But each seal vendor develops proprietary products. Therefore, each

vendor has di�erent and proprietary data about their products, but there is no standard way to test

or package these items.

“The problem is the same spec that was invented for the steam engine is the same spec they use for

these seals today. Therein lies the problem. There is no spec,” said Dalia Vernikovsky, chief executive

of Applied Seals North America and co-chair for SCIS.

Many other types of components are in the same boat, prompting the need for standards. So in

2013, SEMI and others launched SCIS. Besides major chipmakers, Applied Materials, ASMI, ASML,

KLA-Tencor, Lam and TEL are members of SCIS as well as a number of component vendors.

(https://semiengineering.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/�g3scis.png) 

Fig. 3: Participating Companies in SCIS. Source: SEMI
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SCIS’ charter is to get chipmakers, tool vendors and parts suppliers in the same room and hammer

out “a baseline for measuring defects introduced by process-critical components,” according to

SEMI.

“The �rst two years was really spent working on test methods for seal impurities,” SEMI’s Trio said.

“SCIS has since expanded to other critical components.”

Today, SCIS has eight working groups in the following areas—chambers; gas delivery; liquid delivery;

pumps; RF generators; seals; and valves. The eighth group, the Traceability Veri�cation Group, is

developing an “Information Exchange Model.” This involves providing traceability data to a potential

issue in the fab via the cloud.

(https://semiengineering.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/�g4fabequip.png) 

Fig. 4: SCIS Organizational Structure. Source: SEMI SCIS
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So far, the group has made progress on several fronts. “It depends on the type of components we

are talking about. The industry should come together on the simpler ones, such as valves, pumps,

seals, sub-fab areas and abatement,” Applied Seals’ Vernikovsky said. “Things that may be

considered IP-sensitive, such as shower heads and others, may take longer. IP concerns may never

get us there, but many of the sub-components already have de�nitions of some type that can be

aligned to everyone’s agreement.”

Standards make sense for various reasons. “Industry standards will be important in providing

consistent parameters to enable users to compare similar parts and assess performance

di�erences,” SEMI’s Trio said. “Chipmakers and tool vendors can reference these specs to ensure

that their suppliers or prospective suppliers measure the same way. Doing so enables users to

compare similar parts, assess performance di�erences, and select the appropriate component that

is best suited for their intended process application.”

(https://semiengineering.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/�g5fabequip.png) 

Fig. 5: SCIS Activity Status. Source: SEMI SCIS

Other solutions 

Collaboration, standards and testing methodologies are a big step in the right direction, although

there are other solutions, as well.

If a problem crops up, it’s unrealistic to test every component and troubleshoot them in a fab. “In my

view, you very quickly get to a completely intractable solution,” Coventor’s Fried said. “You can

overwhelm yourself very quickly looking where any single possible defect could arise from.”

https://semiengineering.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/fig5fabequip.png


So a fab must not only troubleshoot the tool, but it should look at the problem from a wafer

perspective. “If I look at it from the wafer perspective at any given process operation, there are

certain types of defects, materials of defects, sizes of defects and locations of defects,” Fried said.

“That basically describes every defect at any given step. Some of them are killers and some of them

are not.”

By looking at the wafer, the fab can then begin to solve the problem. “You can’t go after every single

problem in the universe at the same time with an equal amount of resources. You have to go after

the killer defects �rst, and then you go after the lower level defectivity later,” he said. “You have to

look at the manufacturing perspective, and then you can understand this massive system of

components, sub-components and materials.”

For this, chipmakers can go several routes. One way is to use simulation techniques to predict

potential problems. By modeling the process, chipmakers can reduce silicon learning cycles and

development costs.

Tool monitoring is another approach. In tool monitoring, bare wafers are processed in the fab. Then,

an inspection tool determines if a given piece of fab equipment is the root cause of defects on the

wafer. If so, the tool can be moved o�ine and evaluated.
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Although I am no longer in the industry, I’ve really enjoyed reading this piece Mark! It’s one
of the most comprehensive articles I’ve ever come across, that examines a somewhat
complex industry problem, with plain and simple description. Wish I could have shown this
to my mother years ago so she’d knew what my job actually was for 10 years in the
semiconductor industry LOL.
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